2 Harrows in 1

Here's real economy and convenience! This one tool gives you the ground leveling ability and pulverizing action of a tandem disc harrow, coupled with the trash cutting weight and design of a bush and bog harrow. Yet the Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow costs little more than either one of the other tools alone.

A Tandem Disc Harrow...

When used as a tandem disc, the Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow levels plowed ground in a hurry. Front gangs on this implement have a total of eight notched discs, twenty inches in diameter. Spaced nine inches apart, these big discs do an outstanding job of chopping and breaking large chunks of sod or hard packed soil. As far as rear gangs are concerned you have a choice. One model has 10, eighteen-inch notched discs spaced 7 1/2" apart for use as a finishing harrow. However, in trashy and heavy soil conditions the other model gives greater penetration and cutting action since its rear gangs have 8, twenty-inch notched discs spaced nine inches apart.

Ford Tractor Hydraulic Touch Control lifts and lowers the Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow...regulates working depth of the discs. A simple adjustment on the "A" frame raises or lowers the rear gangs in relation to the front gangs.

turns into a Bush and Bog Harrow

As a bush and bog harrow, the Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow has approximately ninety pounds on each of its eight notched front discs. You'll find many uses for it such as chopping extremely tough surface trash, rank growth or heavy sod. It also works fine for breaking sod land, leveling ridges and working boggy lands. This big, twenty-inch cross rolled, high carbon steel discs are set at wide spacings to give maximum penetration in all types of soil and under the most difficult field conditions.

Once you've seen all that this rugged tool can do, you'll realize how useful it can be on your farm. After all, it's two implements in one—saves you money! And because it's so easy to operate—convenient to use, it saves you plenty of time and effort. See the back of this page for additional information then...ask us for a demonstration.

All Dearborn Equipment is designed and built to exceptionally high quality standards. Each implement is matched to the Ford Tractor; thoroughly tested by Ford Implement Specialists. Whatever your implement needs, investigate Dearborn Implements first. See your nearby Ford Tractor Dealer.
Designed Right to Save You Time and Trouble

Lift and Lower It Hydraulically

No slowing down to turn on headlands—no tugging on stubborn levers. A slight movement of handy Ford Tractor Hydraulic Touch Control lifts or lowers the Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow as you command.

Control Depth Easily

Working depth of the discs of the Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow is regulated by handy Ford Tractor Hydraulic Touch Control. To adjust working depth of the rear disc gangs in relation to the front gangs, there is a choice of three positions on this implement's "A" frame. All adjustments are made quickly—easily.

Make a Quick Change

It takes but a few minutes to change the dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow from one position to the other. To convert it from a tandem disc harrow to a bush and bog harrow, you need only to remove 8 bolts and a pin. Changing back to the tandem disc position is just as easy.

Built Right to Save You Money and Maintenance

Every part of the Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow is designed and built to withstand the hard use that's typical of bush and bog harrowing as well as tandem harrowing. The frame is structural angle and channel steel, arc welded. Blades are heat-treated for longer wear and all bearings are white iron with easy-to-reach pressure grease fittings. The Dearborn Fold-Over Disc Harrow weighs approximately 730 pounds...has a cutting width of six feet in either position.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODELs 11-139, 11-151

FRAME: arc welded structural angle and channel steel...DISC GANGS; front, four 20-inch cutout discs, 9 inches apart. Adjustable rear, Model 11-139, five 18-inch cutout discs, 7 1/4 inches apart; Model 11-151, four 20-inch cutout discs, 9 inches apart...BLADES: cross-rolled, high carbon steel...BEARINGS; white iron...PIVOT POINTS; allow rear gangs to be folded over front gangs...ADJUSTMENTS; "A" frame brace has a three-position alignment to adjust rear gangs with respect to front. Tractor leveling crank adjusts implement for level penetration...APPROX. WEIGHT: 730 pounds...CUTTING WIDTH; 6 feet.

Design, Material and/or Specifications are Subject to Change Without Notice and Without Liability Therefor.

MEANS BETTER WORK...MORE INCOME PER ACRE

Ford Farming